
November 6 - Caorso November 7 - Gambellara

November 8 - Riccione November 9 - Prato

November 10 - Anagni Fiuggi November 11 - Bari

Location: China Capacity: 1.2MW Inverter: STT-80KTL, STT-110KTL

Location: Turkey Capacity: 400kW Inverter: STT-100KTL

Location: Sweden Capacity: 88kW Inverter: STT-80KTL

Location: Brazil Capacity: 75kW Inverter: STT-60KTL-M, STT-15KTL-P

Location: Turkey Capacity: 10kW Inverter: STT-10KTL-P

Location: India Capacity: 10kW Inverter: STT-10KTL

Location: Thailand Capacity: 10kW Inverter: STT-10KTL

Location: Jordan Capacity: 5.5kW Inverter: STS-3.6KTL-P

Location: India Capacity: 5kW Inverter: STS-5KTL

LinkedIn Facebook Twitter Instagram Youtube

 

Stay updated with SUNWAYS BIG EVENTS! You will receive these exciting updates on a monthly basis

via email. To ensure their timely delivery directly to your inbox, please add info@sunways-tech.com to
your address book.

PRODUCT TRAINING ROADSHOW

Italy Roadshow
Sunways recently collaborated with its esteemed partner Unical for a dynamic week-long roadshow across
Italy. From November 6 to 11, 2023, the two companies joined forces to provide an immersive experience

for participants, offering a deep dive into the latest advancements in solar technology.

The roadshow unfolded across multiple Italian cities, creating a platform for industry professionals to

explore, learn, and engage with the latest advancements in solar technology. Here is a snapshot of this

journey:

Throughout the roadshow, participants were immersed in comprehensive product training sessions,

unlocking exclusive insights instrumental in navigating the dynamic landscape of renewable energy.

Sunways hybrid inverters and grid-tie systems were showcased as integral components of the sustainable
energy ecosystem.

Hungary Roadshow

Sunways was honored to participate in a wonderful event hosted by A1 Solar Kft on November 14, 2023,
in Budapest. This event provided a unique opportunity for Sunways to showcase its innovative energy

storage solutions, specifically focusing on the STH 4-12kW hybrid inverter series and the STE-BS high-

voltage Li-ion battery.

The face-to-face interactions during the event proved to be invaluable, allowing us to connect directly with

participants and gain firsthand feedback on our products. We extend our sincere appreciation to everyone
who contributed their innovative thoughts, inspiring us to further enhance our services tailored for the

Hungarian market.

EXPO REVIEW

Sunways at SNEC ES+ 2023

Sunways showcased its innovative energy solutions at SNEC ES+ 2023 exhibition in Shanghai. The

company presented comprehensive range of hybrid inverters and a new micro inverter series,
emphasizing its commitment to driving innovation in energy storage.

The Sunways STH 3-10KTL-LS Hybrid Inverter was highlighted for residential and small-scale energy

storage, providing users with increased self-consumption and energy independence. The Sunways STH
15-33KTL-HT Hybrid Inverter addressed the needs of commercial and industrial installations, offering
advanced grid support features and efficient power conversion. Sunways products reflect its commitment

to providing tailored solutions across various scales and applications within the energy storage sector.

SOLAR PROJECT

UPCOMING EVENTS

Sunways, in collaboration with exclusive distributor Photonergy, is hosting a deep dive into the future of
solar energy on December 1, 2023 in Antipolo. The event will feature key insights into Sunways product

roadmap, on-grid inverters, and advanced technologies. Attendees can engage in interactive sessions and

gain valuable knowledge from industry experts.
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